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Seasons Of Love
Paolo Santos

SEASONS OF LOVE
from the play RENT

email add ko: zaldi_10@yahoo.com
CAPO 3rd fret
All chords relative to the capo

A9...A9/G#...A9/F#...E...
A9...A9/G#...A9/F#...E...

*
A9           A9/G#
five hundred twenty five thousand
A9/F#       E
six hundred minutes
A9           A9/G#
five hundred twenty five thousand
A9/F#      E
moments so dear
A9           A9/G#
five hundred twenty five thousand
A9/F#       E
six hundred minutes
A9         A9/G#
how do you measure a,
A9/F#     E
measure a year

   A9            A9/G#
in daylights, in sunsets
   A9/F#         E
in midnights, in cups of coffee
A9         A9/G#
in inches, in miles
   A9/F#        C#m7
of laughter and strife
A9           A9/G#
five hundred twenty five thousand
A9/F#       E
six hundred minutes
A9          A9/G#
how do you measure
A9/F#         C#m7
a year in the life

        D9...A9...E9
How about love?



        D9...A9...E9
How about love?
        D9...A9...E9
How about love?
           A9/F# ... (E)
Measure in love
           A9...A9/G#...A9/F#...E...
Seasons of love...
           A9...A9/G#...A9/F#...E...
Seasons of love...

same chords as *

five hundred twenty five thousand
six hundred minutes
five hundred twenty five thousand
journeys to plan
five hundred twenty five thousand
six hundred minutes
How do you measure
              A9/F#      C#m7
the life of a woman or a man
   A9              G#m
In truths that she learned
      A9/F#         E
Or in times that he cried
A9           G#m
In bridges he burned
       A9/F#        E
Or the way that she died
     A9            G#m
It s time now - to sing out
         A9/F#      E
The the story never ends
     A9            G#m
(Let s) celebrate, remember a year
         A9/F# E
in the life of friends

        D9...A9...E9...
Remember the love
        D9...A9...E9...
Remember the love
        D9...A9...E9...
Remember the love
           A9/F# ... (E)
Measure in love
           A9...A9/G#...A9/F#...E...
Seasons of love...
           A9...A9/G#...A9/F#...E...
Seasons of love.

CHORDS USED:



      EADgbe
A9    X02200
A9/G# 4X2200
A9/F# 2X2200
E     022100
C#m7  X46454
D9    XX0230
E9    024100
G#m   4X4400

Note: all chords given
relative to capo at 3rd fret

NOTE: if u want more tabs and chords of your favorite OPM music...visit
www.pinoychords.com... ;p


